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Music by Marshall 

“Tell Me A Secret” 

A North Carolina native who now resides in the Lone Star state, country artist Marshall is 
ready to break out! Marshall’s debut EP “Saints and Sinners” was a learning experience for 
him and he is ready to use that knowledge on a new album later this fall.  Marshall was kind 
enough to answer a few questions about his career. 
 
Tim Board: How did you get started in music?  
 
Marshall: Music is in my blood. My mother’s side of the family is full of amazing singers, while 
my dad’s side is mainly instrumentalists. I didn’t get started until I was 17, and then for the 
longest time I was just a guitar and bass player for various types of bands. It wasn’t until a 
nasty divorce in 2012 that I started writing my own material and singing. 
 
TB: You moved from North Carolina to Texas. How is the country music scene in Texas 
compared to North Carolina? 
 
Marshall: North Carolina is a beautiful state, but so is Texas. The live music scene in Texas 
is vibrant and filled with eager listeners. They still have dance halls down here and Texans 
love their live music -- and I love to deliver it for them! 
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TB: You have opened for Josh Thompson and David Allen Cole. Were you able to learn 
anything from those two that helps you now as a musician? 
 
Marshall: The biggest takeaway I’ve gotten from opening for anyone is to be an entertainer first 
and all the rest will either fall into place or become clear. Often as independent musicians we 
focus on the wrong things and end up forgetting why we started doing this in the first place. 
Never forget why you started, and if you ever get to where you want to be, remember what it was 
like when you were still struggling to get there. 
 
TB: You released the EP ‘Sinners and Saints.’ What was it like for you recording the EP 
and releasing it to the public? 
 
Marshall: The EP is my first real release to the world, and I’ve learned a lot from doing it. I could 
write a book on the mistakes I made doing so, but I wouldn’t change it. I’m proud of that record 
and thankful for the people that helped bring it to reality. As far as what it was like…it was a pure 
baptism of fire! I had been in and around music, studios, and bands my entire adult life, but it 
was very different from my previous experiences. 
 
TB: You are a barbecue enthusiast. Do you only cook for fun or have you entered any 
barbecue contests? 
 
Marshall: I would put my BBQ up against the very best there is, but to date, I have not. To be 
honest, music takes up so much of my time that I don’t have the space in my schedule to do a 
competition. Maybe one day when I lay my guitar down long enough to prepare for it, I will 
compete, but for now, I’m happy cooking for myself and my friends. 
 
TB: Favorite meat to grill? 
 
Marshall: Ha!  *Alluvm* I don’t discriminate when it comes to cooking!  Being the native Carolina 
boy that I am, I can cook up some pulled pork that is out of this world, but I probably do brisket 
and ribs the best. But I’ve been known to smoke a turkey breast or two and my chicken thighs 
aren’t too bad either. 
 
TB: Best piece of advice you have been given about the music industry and a music 
career? 
 
Marshall: Always be humble and kind. I’ve never met him, but the song from Tim McGraw is a 
showcase of how to be a good human, and that will get you farther and make you happier than 
anything else. Maybe one day Tim and I can chat about that on the bus right before I go on. 
 
TB: What can the fans of Marshall look forward to from you in 2022? 
 
Marshall: The very best that I have to offer!  We are finishing up promoting the current album this 
summer and should be releasing a new album this fall, and I can tell you from the writing sessions 
I’ve had so far, it’s going to be a monster. Don’t be surprised if you see me go from obscurity to 
the top of the charts! 
 
Between barbecue and music, Marshall is keeping busy. The seven-song EP “Saints and 
Sinners” is a great introduction for Marshall to country music fans and is well worth the listen. To 
learn more about Marshall, be sure to check out his website and follow him on social media. 
2022 could be a big year for Marshall with the release of his next album in the fall. Here is hoping 
the album is big success!  
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